
lessons/courses platform features

I appreciate the broad

range of 3D printing

applications covered

Nick Sharman

Some of my students

would prefer voice

overs on the CAD

tutorials

I'd like to see a mini

course on design

thinking for both

teachers and students

The new student portal

has been really helpful in

delivering videos to

students. No more

downloading huge files!

I don't like how students can

see everything on the

student portal. I'd like to only

provide them access to the

project I am teaching

The student portal

instructions could be

editable so we can

customize PrintLab

lessons to our needs

Projects that can

interest almost any

student.

Nathan Swaim

Redo older videos to

include voice overs for

students who have

trouble reading.

Projects that include

using the coding

options available in

TinkerCAD

The ease of sharing

the lessons with the

kids is great

negative

It would be nice to be

able to individually

assign the lessons to

cut down on confusion

Lots of projcts to

chose from that most

students are

interested in

Carrie Beach negative

More projects not

tied to curriculum

similar to the ink

pens and cubes

positive negative new idea

The directions are

clear and concise,

the videos are an

excellent hook. 

Amanda O'Mara

No reflection component,

projects end with

Test/Iterate, which is often

the most challenging part of

the process for students. 

Would like to see more lessons

with applications related to the

industries that would be utilizing

3D printing now or in the future:

healthcare, fashion/art, science,

etc.

Can easily give all of my

students access to

documents/videos/files,

remotely & in person

I would love to have a way to either

have individual student logins OR an

integration with learning management

systems (Canvas, Google Classroom,

etc.) so I can put the content in directly

rather than having all the extra steps to

login.

My district does not use Fusion

360 and has decided to move

forward with OnShape. I would

like to see the lessons adapted

to more 3D modeling platforms.

Very accessible.

Love the flexibility

and how thorough

the lessons are

Michael Mun

Voice overs would

be great.

lessons specifically designed

to focus on the iterative

process for the students.

Maybe also a lesson builder

idea? To crowd source

projects?

User friendly and

visually appealing.

Very easy to use

would love to have a

teacher/classroom

component to easily share

with students and

coordinate their work

ability to share projects with

the worldwide users? to

share and submit examples

or work or

accommodations/extensions

teachers have made

Broadly accessible

across experience

and grade levels

Patrick Benfield

Adding Spanish

language versions of

lessons and

documents

Integrating maker-

inspired pedagogy

Ex: Agency by

Design 

Simple, easy to

navigate and

understand

No way to edit view

options for students

in the portal

Gallery of projects

from participating

classes

This was great to use

during inclass and

helped greatly during

remote learning.

Michele Brezovec negative

More projects for students that have

been with me since fifth grade but

you are adding them now.  Some

students work all the time on 3D

and I'm constantly thinking of new

things for them to do which is great.

Love the new

platform.  Very nice

for students to use.

negative

Maybe a list of ideas from all

pioneers on what they are

doing.  I do get ideas from

them from posting on

twitter.  Every little bit helps.

An excellent use of

videos to help

support students

learning.

Jonathan Walker negative

Possibility of gathering

information about what the

students would be interested in

designing to help promote 3D

Designing and our subjects. 

Great platform that is

easy to navigate.
negative

Try to embed Autodesk

Software, such as Fusion

360 into PrintLab, as this will

reduce the number of

platforms needed for

students.

Clear and engaging

instructional content

for various types of

learners.

Steven Jones

It would be great to add

Spanish, Arabic,

Japanese, and Korean

versions of the lessons.

I would still like to see

projects that integrate 3D

printing with circuits. Of

course it would for the goal

of solving an authentic

problem.

The new platform is

great, I look forward to

sharing it with my new

organization soon.

Canvas integration would be

nice as my current

organization basis all

instructional material around

that platform.

Teachers to be able to view the

progress students have been

making. This could further

refined be giving expected

times for completion for each

section.

Easy to use, good

explainer videosKevin Bartok

I feel the lessons are geared

more towards younger

students. It would be good if

there were more engaging

projects for year 9 and above

More open ended

functional products like the

makeable challenge. 

These are great for

inspiring creativity

positive negative new idea

Really high quality

videos. Easy to

understand timeline

Ed Charlwood
Links to specification

content missing

Challenges including

other products e.g.

MicroBits

Looks really classy,

high quality

Lack of Khan Academy

style analytics on

engagement & prigress.

Teacher dashboard

Tutorial videos are

very well made and

easy for students to

follow

Jesus Huerta

Students were

confused/couldn't

access some tools

on clip project

new idea positive negative new idea

Pandemic Products Lesson

for a summer 3D

dev/printing camp. I

appreciated the example

sheet, and step by step

videos

Ceima Kemaldean

The students seemed to struggle

getting motivated to think of real

world solutions/inventions. We only

had 3 hrs over 2 days, I would

recommend this Lesson be spread out

over a week, a few hours per day for

effectiveness.

new idea positive negative new idea

Easy to follow and

thorough. Great

content

Tyler Clark

More complex print

geometries and

more depth on tricky

prints. 

Projects that link

together with other skills

such as post processing,

coding and finished

projects. 

Very simple to use

and navigate.

Maybe a little more order to

the landing page, almost

like a step by step guide so

students cant skip to the

juicy bits

Seperate dashboard

for those delivering

the workshops

great range of

resources, student

friendly

Todd Cleeland negative

more explainer

videos with voice

overs

great platform,

student friendly, easy

to share with my

students

negative new idea

Tied to curricula,

excellent structure and

top quality support

material (bravo).

Thom Conaty

(If I haven't overlooked

it) Estimated time for

completion would be

useful for teachers

Integration with other

digital fabrication

techniques/tools and

interactive technologies

positive negative new idea

Outstanding video

tutorials. Easy to

follow, engaging

projects

Russell Ayres

I'd like to restrict the

content the students

see in the portal

A project on tower

structural integrity

The portal login

system is great. Easy

for students.

I find myself needing two tabs

open. One with the teacher

content, one with students.

Would be great to have it

integrated for teachers

new idea

positivename negative new idea positive negative new idea

positivename negative new idea positive negative new idea

Excellence range of

projects that

incorporate different

subjects

Voice overs would be

really useful on tutorials,

especially the more

complex tutorials 

Develop a project that

in corporate not just

3D printing. I.e a

variety of materials? 

I have really enjoyed using

the student portal. It allows

students to work review

tasks and resources

negative new idea

Jason Yeung

Voice overs on all

videos

It would be great if PrintLab

could be a "3D community" in

the sense that students could

send projects directly from

Tinkercad into PrintLab like

Thingiverse.

A tutorial on stencils

PrintLab Classroom Feedback.

This display was developed collaboratively by PrintLab Pioneer teachers and

shows the range of 3D printing hardware, software, materials and

learning/curriculum tools used at each pioneer's school/organisation.

3D Printing Equipment.

hardware software

materials curriculum/learning

Jason Yeung - 1

x CraftBot Plus, 1

x Ultimaker 2, 1

x EinScan-SE 3D

Scanner

Jason Yeung -

Tinkercad,

Fusion 360 +

CURA slicing

software

Jason

Yeung -

PrintLab +

Coursera

Jason Yeung

- Filamentive

PLA filament

Nathan Swaim

1X Makerbot

Replicator +

2x Makerbot

Replicator 5 

Nathan

Swaim

PLA

filament

Nathan

Swaim

PrintLabs 

TinkerCAD 

Nathan Swaim

TinkerCAD

Fusion 360

Makerbot Slicing

Software 

Nick Sharman

9x Flasforge

inventore 2 - 1

x Ender 3

Nick Sharman

Fusion 360,

TinkerCAD, Flash

print, Cura

(teacher only)

Nick

Sharman

PLA 

Nick Sharman

PrintLab +

Projects we

develop 

Carrie Beach     

2x NWA3D A31,

1x NWA3D A5, 1x

MakerMade, 2x

Ender 3

Carrie Beach

Tinkercad   

Cura         

Fusion 360 

 Sketchup

Carrie Beach 

PLA, ABS,

flexible

filament

Carrie Beach 

Printlab

Tinkercad

Student Created

Amanda O'Mara, 6x

ultimaker 2's/ 2+'s 1x

each: makergear m3-

ID, Lulzbot Mini;

3x Prusa i3,

2x GMax2's, 1 CraftBot,

1 Monoprice Voxel

Amanda

O'Mara,

TinkerCAD,

OnShape,

SketchUp, Cura

Amanda

O'Mara, pla

filament

Amanda O'Mara,

PrintLab & content area

integrations (I

collaborate with others),

design briefs &

challenges (I create),

OnShape tutorials,

SketchUp tutorials

Michael

Mun -

Flashforge

guider x1

Michael

Mun -

TinkerCAD

Michael

Mun - PLA

filament

Michael Mun -

PrintLab,

TinkerCAD,

self created

projects

Patrick Benfield 1x

Ultimaker 3, 1x

Mayku Formbox

(vacuum former) 

Patric

Benfield

Tinkercad,

Cura,

CorelDraw

Patrick

Benfield

PLA 

Patrick Benfield

self-created,

PrintLab,

Instructables,

FabLearn

Michele Brezovec - PLA

filament, PolySmooth by

PolyMaker. The machine is

made by the same people

and called a Polysher.  This

makes the end product look

like ceramic.

Michele

Brezovec - 3

flash forge and

one ultimaker

and one

polysher

Michele

Brezovec

Printlab and

projects we

develop.

Michele

Brezovec -

TinkerCad and

started to use

Fusion 360

Jonathan

Walker

Ultimaker

Jonathan

Walker

PrintLab &

PG Online

Jonathan

Walker 

 PLA

Jonathan

Walker

PrintLab,

TinkerCad,

Fusion 360,

Cura.

Steven

Jones - PLA

Steven

Jones -

Makerbot

Steven Jones

- Tinkercad,

Fusion 360

Kevin Bartok

TinkerCAD

Fusion360

Cura

Kevin Bartok

PrintLab,

Youtube

Tutorials,

Projects I've

developed

Kevin

Bartok 

 PLA

Kevin

Bartok

Creality CR-

2020

Ed Charlwood: 4

x Prusa Mini, 2 x

Ultimaker 2+, 1 x

Ender 3, 2 x laser

cutters

Ed

Charlwood

PLA, ABS

OnShape,

TinkerCAD,

Fusion

Ed Charlwood:

own schemes of

work and projects.

Some

collaborative with

other schools.

Jesus Huerta: Currently are

distance learning, I have five

printers at home. Students

have 3d printers at home, (1)

ender-3 along with two rolls of

filament to start. 

Jesus Huerta-

Tinkercad,

Astroprint,

SculptGL,

Matttercontrol

Jesus Huerta-

Printlab and

self created

challenges

Jesus

Huerta-PLA

Ceima Kemaldean:

FlashForge

Creator Pro 

Ceima

Kemaldean

PLA 

Ceima Kemaldean

PrintLab

Makers Making

Change

Self Created

Projects 

Ceima

Kemaldean

Tinkercad

FlashPrintTodd

Cleeland - 2 x

Flashforge

creator pro

Todd cleeland

- Tinkercad , 

buildbee,

flashprint

Todd Cleeland -

Printlab,

Tinkercad and

self created

Todd

Cleeland -

PLA

Tyler Clark - Ultimaker

3. Prusa i3. Anycubic.

Photocentric LCD 1,5.

Project built dual

extrusion simialr to

ender 3. 1 of each

Tyler Clark -

Cura. Fusion

360.

PrusaSlicer

Printlab and

in-house

projects

Tyler Clark PLA. ABS.

Carbon and

conductive filament.

Whatever the project

requires really. Trying

wood filament next!

Thom

Conaty:

Ultimaker 2

Thom

Conaty:

TinkerCAD

& Cura

Thom Conaty: Curriculum

Integration across all

subjets and year groups

(maker-centered learning)

using printlabs. Student

projects in makerclub.

Some other special

projects.

Thom

Conaty:

PLA

Russell Ayres

Flashforge

Inventor 2 (3

printers)

Russell Ayres

TinkerCAD

Flashforge

stock slicing

software

Russell

Ayres PLA

Russell

Ayres

PrintLab


